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· UCF ranks 2nd on skills test
r

by Maryann L. Cross

•

•
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; !Passing CLAST

~fal~Percentage stud~_n_ts ~h_o_P_~~s~~--- __

of
Students at UCF ranked second in tpe percentage of
:'9511
Florida state university
~~ - ---·---··-- students meeting CLAST
90 i
standards in last fall's
testing.
I
j
Statewide results of the Oc'~
85 .
tober 1985 administration of
the College Level Academic
~~I
Skills Test (CLAST) were
I
recently released by CommisI 75 I
sioner of Education Ralph
Turlington. Students at
private, state, and community colleges were measured.
CLAST is an achievement
test designed to measure the
communication and computation skills which a student
should have by the end of his
or her sophomore year. There
are four parts to the CLAST
test: reading, writing, com-·
putation and essay. Students
must pass all four parts to state financial aid programs.
The U Diversity of Florida
receive an associate's degree,
to be admitted to upper divi- s~ored highest among state
sion classes at a state univer-_ universities with a 93.4 persity or to receive selected cent passage rating, followed

.

-~

they offer ·courses that
prepare the students
specifically for CLAST," according to Dr. Lawrence Tanzi, assistant dean of
. Undergraduate Studies.

\

------il

91 2
93.4
89 _3--90.2-90.s - ucF -uF

The next administration of
CLAST is scheduled for
March 8, with registration
closing Feb. 7. Students who
wish to brush up on their communication and computation
skills will be able to register
early in February for a fiveweek program designed to
review those skills.

.....

------~---

I
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"
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The CLAST exam is administered to anyone
_

wishing admission to the upper division or
applying for an AA degree.

Theresa Altomare,Central Florida Future

by 'uCF w!th a 91.2 pecent
rating and the University of
North Florida with a 90.5 percent rating.
Indian River and South

Florida Community Colleges
received a 100 percent rating.1
''Community colleges
sometimes do better than
state universities because

According to Dr. Paul McQuilkin, associate dean of
Undergraduate Studies, the
program will be available to
all students for $5 per section.
There will be four sessions
covering the four sub-tests of
CLAST, and each session will
be repeated eight .times during the program.
The CLAST preparation
program is .still in the planning stages and more information will be available after
Feb. 7.

Police here nabbed
more crooks in 1985
by Richard Gardner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Statistics show that law enforcement officials at UCF had an improvement in the
number of on-campus crimes that were solved
in 1985 over previous years.
''In '85 we had a big increase in the number
of crimes that were solved-what we call
clearance rates." said Lieutenant James
DePuy, head of the UCF Police
Deptartment's investigation unit.
''The big significance is the amount of arrests that were made," DePuy said. The
crime rate at UCF changed little in 1985. It
remained at about 45 percent.
"We had a 3000 percent increase in
recovery of stolen property in the first six
months of 1985," DePuy said. He added that
these figures can be attributed to the recently
installed computer inventory system for lost
and found property. The computer helps
police find many stolen items in local pawn
shops.
DePuy said the success of the clearance
rates is due to an increase in manpower.
''We had a 180 percent increase in felony
arrests in the first four months of the last
year over what happened in 1984," DePuy

-

Weather

SNOW
High 48 low 18

said. "In 1984 we had a 10 percent clearance
rate. And all I can attribute to that is that we
only had one investigator up until last
J flnuary a year ago. Until I came here there
was just not enough people to go around."
Before a case is assigned a solvability fac-'
tor must be determined to decide if the case is
capable of being completed. If there is not
enough information to go on the case is inactivated.
But he added that, "serious crimes where
great bodily harm, or gre~t property loss occur, we are almost obligated to send though
the system.''
"The best departments are at 17 or 18 percent (clearance rate) and we're at 32 percent
so we're very happy with where we stand.''
But this does not mean that everyone
caught will be prosecuted to the hilt.
"If we feel it's not a serious crime, we have
a little bit of an advantage over a police
department like, say, in Orlando. Instead of
arresting them, we can divert their case to
the Dean for dicipline and they don't have to
get criminal records. We don't mind at all if
they're not being arrested," DePuy said.
As far as 1986 ·is concerned, word has it
that ratings will rise. "Orlando is growing
towards us which has given us a real problem

• Ha, ha, ha ha. We don't
really expect snow, but you
can make believe. Break
out your best Nanook of the
North jackets 'cause it's
cold. Highs through Thursday in the upper 40s, lows
in teens.

SEE CRIME, PAGE 4

Fast ·& furious

Adam chrzan1centra1 Flofida Future

The action was fast and furious as the · Orlando
Renegades streaked past the UCF football coaches Friday night, 8~-6 7.
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United Parcel Service
· Part-Time Positions Available

I * I

U S

United Paree.I Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8~00 a~ hour.

•

•

Please ·sign up for an interview
appointment in the .Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UP.S is an
equal opportunity emplo.yer.

•
•
•

.

Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.,
or 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

....---------------------------. .,

..

..
'

Come and· experience the woodsy charm.
Sales and Mo<;jel Center located One Mile North on
Alafaya Trail from Highway 50 then left on lokanotsa
Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedroom rentals
available while they last

CALL

275•9100

.

.

Pnces Include. Washer, Dryer,
Refrigerator and Dishwasher.

.

•

· New food outlet will
be a real 'wild pizza'
•

by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The expansion of the Student Center, expected to open in April, will offer a pizza
delivery service as well as a dance floor and
live entertainment.
The new food operation, to be called "The
Wild Pizza,' will be competitively priced with

•

11 p.m., said Roessler.
"I am really anxious to get it started,"
Roessler said.
Student body President John Gill said he is
also looking forward to the opening of the
new facility.

"It will be a good showcase for UCF
students,'' Gill said.
Roessler said that he has already trained a
manager and some employees and has worked out the menu plan .
Entertainment will be scheduled by Vic ·
Collazo -the program director for the Student
Center. His goal is to have something special
for each night.
.
"But we really won't get rolling until next
fall,'' Collazo said.
''We would like to compete with 94th (Aero
Squadron),'' Collazo said.
He would like to see the students ·use the
·Vic Collazo,
dance floor that The Wild Pizza will offer
program director rather than having the students driving
around town, ..especially if they are going to
drink.
its pizza and delivery service to the dorms,
Possible entertainment includes, movies
said Randy Roessler, director of SAGA food and student talent night which will award
service.
prizes, Collazo said.
The 300-seat facility will also offer specialSince The Wild Pizza will be opening late in
ty sandwiches, salad, calzone, and the regular the academic year, Roessler said SAGA will
beverage selection as well as five types of close The Knights' Den for renovation during
beer on tap. The planned hours for the the summer. Roessler said they will be changestablishment will be 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon- ~ ing the format and possibly the menu at the
day through Saturday and Sunday 4 p.m. to Den.

"We would like to compete with 94th (Aero

Squadron)."

•
#

Artist earns
showing at
NY gallery

Adorn Chrzan/Central Florida Future

Money for sateilite
G. Keith Huddleston of the Antennas and Propagation
Society hands a 5500 check to Enrico lacobi, chariman
of UCF's chapter of IEEE. The money is to be used in a
satellite project.

Students try TV weight loss ·

''They learned the importance of good
AMES, IA (CPS)-The offer was as enticeating and exercise habits, and learned how .
ing as a hot fudge sundae: "Lose weight by
·
to lose weight,'' Simonsen said.
watching television."
But nobody got around to applying what
Sixty Iowa students responded to the ad,
they learned, although Hypnosvision creator
Art professor Walter
placed by the school's department of instrucJohn Koenig, himself a hypnotist, said there
Gaudnek is one of three artional communications.
was an average weight loss of more than one
tists whose works will be on
Over the next month, they watched a hypshow during "Images: Past
notic weight loss video 25 times. Designed to pound.
One person did lose 15 pounds, but a stuand Future" in New York's
make visions of sugar plums dance from their
dent gaining 10 pounds helped drop the
Arbitrage Gallery for three
heads, viewers reported the video did indeed
change their attitudes-for the better-about group's average loss toward zilch.
weeks starting F~b. 7.
Simonsen had always been interested in
Other members of the
eating habits.
trio-known for their work
They also lost an average of one pound . persuasion in non-commercial media· and in
video's ability to convince people subliminalwith strongly symbolic con- ·
each, and awakened a debate over using hyply and non-informationally. When he saw
tent-are Emilio Cruz and
notism as a treatment.
Koenig's video advertised, he asked the
At Iowa State, half the students who
Peter Grass.
creator if he could use it as the basis of his
Gaudnek, who was part of An example of Gaudnek's responded to the ad watched a "Hynovision"
weight loss video containing subliminal and Treimer' s research.
the East 10th Street move.: art
The experiment proved little about
Gaudnek has used the stimulation. The viewers were unaware such
ment in the early sixties
subliminal stimulation, and although
stresses simplification in his labyrinth in his paintings for phrases as "Don't eat" and "You can do it"
Simonsen won't call Hypnotism a success or
work by concentrating on the more than two decades and were flashing across the screen.
The other thirty students watched a Hyppower of the line. Geometric has created a number of enfailure, the Society for Clinical and Exshapes such as triangles, viromental installations. In- novision version without subliminal stimula- perimental Hypnotism does have words on
circles and squares appear cluded is the floating exhibit tion.
the subject.
repeatedly, interwoven with made famous during the 1972
''We feel these self-help tapes should not be
Dr. Mike Simonsen and master's degree
on the market," said Marion Kenn. "Hypreferences from Greek and Olympics in Munich, .and candidate Meg Treimer found no difference
American
Indian
between the two groups, although the first
SEE ARTIST, PAGE 4 group's eating attitude was more positive.
mythologies. ·
SEE VIDEO, PAGE 4

• STUDENT TRAVEL

,_, UCF Art historian
Margaret Skoglund is sponsoring a "Mayan Adventure
Tour" to Yucatan, Belize
and Tikal Guatemala on
March 14-22. For informatio·n, call Skoglund at
275-2676.
v A 21-day trip to the
Soviet Union is being
organized for this summer.
Travellers will visit the
great churches in basilisa in
Lenigrad and Moscow along
with other sights.
Call the Rev. John Leibler
at 282-7105 for more information .

•

• HEALTH EDUCATION
"' The weight watchers
Quick Start Plus program is
being offered to students
and faculty through the
Wellness Center. An open
house will be held Feb. 3 at
noon in the Wellness Center
for those who wish to know
more about the program.
Call the center at 281-5841.
,_, An Alcohol Education
Program will presented by
health services director Dr.
John Langdon and Karen
Wedner of the Counseling
and Testing Center on Jan. 9
at 7 p.m. Call .275-2811 for
more information.
•FREE INFO
College freshmen can call

a toll-free number for help in
finding financial aid. The
number, 1-800-AID-FUND,
is part of a national scholarship_matching service called
"Student Aid Finders."
The service has computeriZed access to over $4
billion in student aid.
• GROWTH SEMINAR
Public Officials searching
for answers on financing additional roads, schools and
other facilities fo their areas
required by rapid population
growth will find ·some solutions at a conference Jan. 31
in Altamonte Springs.
Sponsored by UCF's Institute for Government, the
program features three

recognized experts in alterna te infrastructure financing programs to :meet the
problems of growth that
confront Florida.
• HELPING KIDS

The Florida Medical
Association Auxiliary in
cooperation with the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children has
launced a new program involving Florida physicians
to help identify and locate
missing children.
The program is designed
to help physicians identify
missing children through
large posters with photos of
missing children who may

be in Florida and pertinent
data about them.
"Contrary to popular
belief, missing and exploited
children are often taken to
physicians and hospitals for
medical treatment," said
Jay Howell, executive director of the. National Center
for Missing · and Exploited
Children.
"Physicians need to know
how to recognize a missing
or exploited child and then
who to notify."
•NEWSLINE
If you have a story idea or
news tip, call the Newsline
at 275-2601.
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Never be a dirty bird.

Grant awarded for research
Armed with a $291,000 grant from the
Florida High Technology and Industry Council, researchers with UCF's Center for
Research in Electro-Optics and Lasers
(CREOL) are the hub of a three-campus project to develop and test a new generation of
highly efficient lasers capable of running indefinitely.
"What we're talking about is a very
marketable tool with nothing to wear out,"
said Dr. William Oelfke, acting associate
director of CREOL, established in 1984 as
the State Centr of Excellence in electrooptics.
The UCF team, which represents faculty
froni four departments and two colleges, will
conduct studies and research on an entirely
new system that is being devised in coordination with counterparts at the University of
Florida and University of South Florida. ·
The system features a special Light Emitting Diode (LED), or array of diodes, to be used in place of the conventional flash lamp for
energizing-or pumping-the laser rod of a
solid state laser. The diode pump, unlike the
flash lamp, has an extremely long lifetime
and efficiently converts electric current into
useful light for energizing the laser. As a
result, it is possible to build very small,

J . __

powerful, reliable and stable lasers.
"Each of these features has a strong
market value to the laser industry," Oelfke
said.
Meanwhile, scientists. at UF will seek to
develop the diode array for optically pumping
a solid state laser, which will be particularly
useful in space-based sensor systems, said
Oelfke.
At USF·, researchers will build a one-of-akind laser oven to "grow" crystals used as th
laser rods for the special lasers.
-

t;Oil)£tl UAT"E'
~HJl'/ESE R£S~lmf'1'1h_

r

-*-

$3.75

-~-

~ ALL YOU CAN EAT
LUNCH BUFFET. .

r

~

I
i -,

M·F 11 :00 to 2:30
In awarding the grant to CREOL, the High
Technology an Industry Council cited th
growin relationship between the state's
universities and Florida industry. Nearly
$1.5'million in all was awarded to universities
that submitted proposals with high commercial potential, council executive director Ray
Iannucci said.
The CREOL project was undertaken in
part due to interest in the Center's
capabilities by four Central Florida manufacturers: Litton Laser Systems; Kazuko Enterprises, Inc.; Laser Photonics; and Schwartz
Electro-Optics, Inc.
'"'There's a great deal of excitement over
prospects of th project,'' Oelfke said.

NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50
..
1

.

t INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your

choice of Entree & Dessert

FOR TAKE-OUT AND
I . CATERING PLEASE CALL

~ 28~~~30
E. COLONIAL DR.
... _

••

•

2nd half price! ·
DINNER ONLY

,,

fl-=- -

-

,.

Buy one & get

between
436 & Goldenrod

~-

)

WITH lJCF l.D.

~

-
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CRIME
FROM PAGE 1

•

not so much from the
students but the outside influence gives us a lot of problems." There seems to be
no way of avoiding suburban progress.

.

ARTIST
\FROM PAGE 3

•

later examples at · UCF and
the Grey Art Gallery, New
York last summer.
·· He has been invited to exhibit overseas again this spring, with preparation of a
"NoMaze" labyrinth in Carrara, Italy.

VIDEO
FROM PAGE 3
notism should only be used
under caxeful control when
the therapist knows the
background of its subjects."
''Hypnotizing a group of
people without knowing who
they are and their susceptibility to hypnotism is a big
risk," said Dr. Fred Frankel
of Harvard's Beth Israel
Hospital.
,''Hypnosis should never
be a treatment on its own,
but there's a growing
number of 'week-end' hypnotists who are dangerously
commercializing
it,''
Frankel said.
While Koenig swears hypnotism is the key to successful self-help videos,
Simonsen said, "hypnotism
just doesn't happen at all
when you 're watching this."
Ready for the possibility, he
had had each subject cleared
medically before the experiment, but "there were no
reports of hypnotism
anyway.''
Koenig, who get his start
writing Duncan Hines commercials, meanwhile is busy
creating videos designed to
reduce stress and persuade
viewers quit smoking.

•

Round trip.Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound 'can
take you there. For only $89 or less, round trip.
From February 1 through June 15, all you
do is show us your college student I. D. card
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

then be good for' travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go
anywhere Greyhound goes for $89 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
.\\u, 1 prl·,cm_a \·ahd cullcg,· s11,idcn1 l.D . ca~d upon purchaSt:. :-.;., olhl'r J1~11unts apply. Tk kc1s
arl' nuntrn.nskrahlc and good lur tra\'d on (rrc,·hound I.in,·,. lnl.' .. anJ other partic1pa1ing
.:a me rs. (-<' Main r<~tnctuins a ppl~ . ( )lkr dk.:m·c 2 I XI>. ( llkr limucJ . :'\01 \'ill id in <:anadil .

•

•

GO GREYHOUND

. And leave the driving to us:
© llJ86 Greyhound

Liu~.

Inc.

300 W. Amelia Street, 843-7 720

•
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Athletics going to the races

•

The UCF Athletic Department will be the
winner Feb. 4 when the Sanford-Orlando Kennel Club in Longwood hosts its fourth annual
·"University of Central Florida Benefit
Night.''
All proceeds from the event-from admission through concessions and betting
revenue-will be turned over to the UCF
Foundation and applied to athletic ~cholar
ships. UCF offers the equivalent of 90 full
scholarships to athletes; National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules allow 187.

Help.

Our Cities.

OurOceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.

•

Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.

•

Our Deserts.
Our lakes.
·

Our Tomorrows.

"Last year, the generosity of the SanfordOrlando Kennel Club in setting aside an evening for UCF enabled us to raise more than
$36,000 for athletic scholarships," Athletic
Director .G~ne McDowell said. "We're indebt~d to club owner Jerry Collins for this annual opportunity to gain additional revenue
so e~sential to building an athletic program
---- -

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service. U.S.D.A. ~

•

-

UCF's track record with the
dogs
Year

A01ounf raised

1983
1984
1985

$22,251
$28,912
$36,667

that is both financially sound and competitive."
Located in Longwood, the track is accessible from either U.S. 17-92 or SR 427. It is on
Dog Track Road, about two miles north of SR
436. Gates open at 6 p.m. The first of the 13
··races will begin at 7:30 p.m.
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The scars

of an abused child
·can stay with us
_:j:_ National Committee for
all his life.
lit Prevention of Child Abuse

•

1
. . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

More seductive than sex... .
More addictive than any drug...
More precious than·gold.
And one man can get it for you.
· For a price.

5

~heCentral-FloridaFbture

Experience worth 1, ooo A 's

.THE HAIR SHOP .
Nrecision .Style Cut $8.00
~

.

10509 E. co1on1a1 Dr.'
(Wlhn Dixie Center)
UNlON PARK

FULL SERVICE'SALON

WALK-INS WELCOME
.

282.-•1700__.

Dally 9-5 •Thurs. tll

a·

-en
0
0
~
z
G>
·~-
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Student Government
and ·.·
The Central Florida Future
PRESENT

Have you e.ver wanted to rewrite your own personal hist?ry? J-!ave ori ... ~·-..,. /;:... · .·...
you ever wished you had a chance to turn the worst of times mto ~'··~~%:.'!~Ac·'
the best of times? Well, that's the chance Robin Williams and
k ~~~~~~..,t~;,,,·:
Kurt Russell take in the winning new movie comedy "The Best
·
~w' >

of Times."
Now here's a chance for you - to win tickets to a special
advance screening of "The Best of Times." For each of the
five scenes from the film pictured below, devise the funniest,
cleverest, most outrageous caption you can that .
coincides with the theme of "The Best of Times."
Entries will b.e judged on the basis oi wit, creativity, and the
best formula for "The Best of Times." Good luck!
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OPENS IN THEATRES ON. JANUARY
. 31st
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"THE BEST OF TIMES" CONTEST ENTRY BLANK

.I

II

1.
2

I
I
I

·

3.
4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

~

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone Number. (

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Drop off contest entry blanks at ·th~ Student Governme~t
KIOSK or at the Central Florida Future.

0

~----------------------------------------------

We have 75
(admission two
tickets)
to award.
ALL PHOTO MATERIAL ©1985 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, INC.
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You can be one of the many students working for The Central Florida Future, Florida's best collegiate newspaper.

A WILDFIRE IS NOT A PRETTY PICTURE.

•

One careless act. That5 all it takes. A cigarette tossed out a car window.
A campfire left smoldering. A lit match flicked into a patch of dry leaves.
. .,.....,. .
One
careless
. to
..... ·· ......,.. ....
That5
all it act
takes
.···"..._,. ... """""'
start a wildfire.
Please, help
keep the forest
pretty as a picture. Remember,
only you can
prevent forest
fires, •

.,

. "II
~,

.

,.

'i·= ... ....
) :,
·::-.

'

A Public S eroice of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

an

ouro•
Ull••••

Why waste time waiting in line with
your Federal government check? With
Direct Deposit, your money is credited
to your account automatically. It's easier
and it's safer, too . Your money is there waiting for you, instead of you waiting for it.
Sign up wherever you have your
checking or savings account.
Come on, get out of line ...

. -1
A public service of this newspaper and the Department
o• 1he Treasury 's Financial Management Service. r.t!I

~~

r-------------------------~-----~-----~~------------------------ -----

. The Third Annual

•

Miss UCF Pageant
The official

•

Preliminary ·
Jennifer Waldron
Miss UCF 1985

STUDENT CENTER AUDl.TORIUM
•

.

.

January 31
Tickets: Students-Freel.
Non Students-$5.00

~:OOp.m .
Tickets Are Availab.le At The Kiosk

•

Limited Number of Seats Available!
S~MI-FORMAL AT'fIRE

. ~-----------------------~--------------------------------------------J

Opinim.
Senate should do
students a favor
and dissolve itself
Just when ·you begin trusting an institution·
again. they turn on you and ·stab you in the back.

Witness our own Student Senate.
Student Government has fallen on some hard
times in recent years, but has fought back from
each of their setbacks and managed to shine. That
in itself is a challenge, considering most of the student body at large could care less about the whole
thing. Despite that, ·the senate has done some good
things for the students.
But is that any reason to get cocky? Would you
be cocky if 200 or less people elected you to office

on a campu~ of 16,000? Or worse, would you be
cocky if you on,ly won your seat because nobody ran
against you? Victories like that are certainly not
"mandates from the people." Yet many senators
this year, ~ve mistak~n student apathy for
stupidity. It seems they think that they can screw
around and no one will care.
· The time has come. Students care. They care
enough to proclaim their representatives unfit and
undeserving. Moreover, unwanted. What has the
student senate provided to the students of the
University of Central Florida? Has anything
positive that can justify their existence come out of
the 18th year of this· institution's insipid quibbling? Definitely not!

•
•

Super Bowl falls short with finish

Super Bowl? As a matter of fact, no, it was not
"Super." New England did just what was expected
of them, nothing.
Of course NBC tried to build up to the game as if
it was going to be a contest, but that was only so
they could sell advertising slots of 30 seconds at
The senate has been little more than a sieve for $1. l million each.
too much of the students' money. They have
What ever happened to the Super Bowl? When
squandered money on trips for groups who should was the last time that it was even a good game?
earn it themselv-es. Somebody with a bad idea call- Yeah, I can't remember either. The whole season
ed the "LEAD" team got a little share. Now the just seems a waste when it ends with such a sputsenators contemplate some scholarships for ter.
You know, this one had a chance anyway. If
themselves. And not too long ago, they considered
Miami had met the Bears ... that would have been a
buying themselves some shirts.
game. I hate the fact that one bad day can knock a
What???!!!
good team out of the playoffs. If football playoffs
Perhaps the most effective legislation the senate were series things might work better.
Anyway, everything is even again. We can all ·
could introduce, is legislation that would dissolve
it. The notion is not anarchic. It makes sense. We start arguing why our team will be the champion
have seen how well the student government ad- next year. Now if the Dolphins can just draft a
ministration has handled itself, as well as past ad· defense ...
Let's segregate: Everyone is always complaining
ministrations. We have also seen that the senate
·has provided, not a balance of power, but the about discrimination, segregation and all of the
stuff that goes along with those thoughts. But
monopoly on chaos.
while in CEBA the other day I saw something that
If the senate could be remembered for anything took away a lot of my pity for the "victims" of such
positive, dissolving themselves would be the ticket. things.
Representative government just doesn't work when
I saw a sign advertising a meeting of UCF' s
the representatives have no respect for the institu- black engineers. I also learned that there is an
tion.
engineering group for women. What I want to
Our representatives have proven themselves un- know is why? .
worthy.
Aren't engineers all the same? Yeah, l know

• Lasley serving self
and not students
Editor:
Let me first state that all of my
references to the UCF senators are
not directed toward the entire Student Senate. Each of the senators has
his or her own opinion about the
various issues, and some of them really are working in the students' interests. So stated, allow me ,to continue.
While 'recently pondering whether
or not there exists a supreme being or
a God, I came to a positive conclusion. Not only is there a God, but we
are fortunate enouph to be graced
with his presence. each day at UCF.
His name is Dennis Lasley, and he is
trying his best to play God with UCF
students' money.
Sen. Lasley's present act of God is
bill 18-02 regarding the creation of

several new scholarships. Two of the
scholarships are open to all UCF
minority students who are in good
standing and have completed at least
30 semester hours. Senators are, of
course, eligible for these scholarships.
There are fifteen · more scholarships
which are open to all students who are
in good standing and have completed
.at least 30 semester hours, again including senators. Finally there is the
matter of five additional scholarships. In order to be eligible for one of
these last five awards, one must be a
member of the senate Since ':lenators
are eligible for all of the atorementioned scholarships, they ~ach have a

'*rhe Central Florida FiJture
P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, F!., 32816
(305)275-2601 or 275-2865
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there are different types, hut within those types all
are pretty much the same, right?
I'd be interested to hear why a general engineering group (that is in s~ and race) is not good
enough. It sounds to me like some people are
segregating themselves, and I can't subscribe to
that.
New boxes: Hopefully when you picked up this
issue you got it out of one of our new bright green
distribution boxes. Pretty neat, eh?
We got those from American Passage, an-adver·
tising company, for a pretty good price: free!
Those empty windows on the boxes will contain
advertisments. American Passage saw some copies
of The Central Florida Future and decided that it
was a high quality paper that would sell their
advertising. Anyway, they win, we win and you
win. What a deal!
Not my idea: I just saw the new name for this collection of my thoughts and I feel the need to defend
myself. No, I did not pick it out. That was the product of the mind of my editor.
I guess it's his judgement of what I do here, and I
guess there are probably some people who would
agree.

,.

o

•
•

.,

much better than a one in five chance Editor's note:
of receiving a financial award. I only
wish that I could share these odd~. InA Senate .committee Monday
stead, I must compete with close to a rewrote this bill changi.ng it to only 10
thousand other students thus having general scholars~ips.
next to no chance of receiving funds.
Sen. Lasley has a lot of nerve call- • "Mind's eye" fails
•
ing these awards "students serving
students" scholarships. To him I can to see things straight
only offer the following suggestion. Editor:
Try changing the name of your
awards to read the "students serving
I have read the Confetti section of
senators" scholarships.
The Central Florida Future for quite
some time, and have always found it
How better may we students ·serve to be discriminating and fair. I was •
our senators than by using our own rather surprised when I read your
·money to give them exclusive scholar- most recent issue and saw the article
ships? Perhaps we could pay them a concerning Computer Science
salary. l have heard that one of our Computer Services.
senators is already working on that
I have worked with most of the contask. Won't somebody please save us sultants at one time or another. I
from our money hungry senators?
have always found them to be "
knowledgeable and agreeable, not at
Rick Moss
Communications
SEE LETTERS, PAGE 9 •
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LETTERS
FROM PAGE 8
all "demons from hell" as they are
described in your article. I know
many students who also have a very
good opinion of the consultants. It is
true that they will not "fix" your program; that is not why they are there.
They will do their very best to help
you with any problems you might
have with the system or with the
language you are using. After all,
computer science majors are supposed to be learning to write and debug
programs, not get consultants to do it
for them.
The last part of your article dealt
with a student who was working on a
project that "replaced the UCF
Pegasus logo with a palm tree." The
article also implied that the project
was a waste of time and resources. I
am personally acquainted with the
project referred to, and can assure
you that the project was not a waste
of time. The project is too complex to
go into this letter; suffice it to say
that the palm tree was used as a warning to other users that the terminals

it appeared on were no longer attached to our system.
I am disappoin,ted in the way you
have portrayed the consultants and
users. Bob Ross had unfairly put
down a number of the hardest working people I know and has denounced
a project he did not understand by
calling it a waste of time. I hope that
in the future he will take a second
look at what he is writing about
before he cuts it to pieces.
James F. Geist, Jr.
Computtlr Science

• Business major
finds UCF inefficient
Editor:
I just had to respond to your article
about the registration "blues" at
UCF.
I transferred to UCF this semester
and found that I coµld only sign up
for two classes. I intended to take five
classes this semester and when I went
to the "Problem Table" they suggested that I attend the classes that I
wanted to be in this semester, and
after the class was over ask the professor for an override. Hence, I did.

• Campus police
need to be responsive

However, the professor, of a computer science class, informed me that
the department of computer science
did not give overrides; however if I
wanted to try, I could go to the dean
of the college and ask, but I would be
wasting my time. I did go to the dean
and was told by the secretaries that
what he told me was true and if I
wanted to speak to the dean, I could
make an appointment for Friday,
however the catch was, Add/Drop
ended on Thursday. Now, I could
understand a policy of not giving
overrides if the class seats were all
taken, however the class I wanted to
get into had 15 open seats. Isn't this
wasteful if someone wants to pay for
a vacant seat but is not allowed, due
to a hard-in-fast rule?
As a business major I find UCF
operating very inefficiently, and
would like to see a reply from the
dean as to why this is so. For those of
you wanting to know the end to this
story, no I was not able to take a full
class load this semester.
I wish this wasn't so and I hope
this problem can soon be corrected.

On Jan. 16 I had a flat tire in the
parking lot behind the Education
building. I ha~ planned to change the
tire myself but I could not get the
jack out of the car because it was
bolted in too tight. Since it's impossible for me to hold the car up with one
hand and change the tire with the
other, I called the campus police, with
the mistaken belief. that they would
help. Imagine my shock to hear the
person on the other end of the
telephone line say '.'We don't change
tires." I ended up waiting over an
hour for soemone to come out to UCF
to help change the tire.
I happen to be a 20 year old female
student at this school and I'm
grateful that this incident happened
in the middle of the day and not late
at night. I do .think, though, that the
authorities at this school should
reconsider their position on changing
tires.

Lynda L. Shepard
Business

Laura Schomberg
Computer Science

Editor:

The Highest Challenge Of Advanced Technology, The
Highest Quality Of Life-.-Martin Marietta Orlando Aerospace
There's a brave new world of exciting ideas and
challenging technologies, and it's here now! As a
college graduate, you'll have the opportunity to
contribute to this exciting and cAanging world. At
Martin Marietta, our team of profes'sionals is
responsible for some of the most important
technical advances in the fields of aviation and
electronic technology. Our project list includes
work on tactical interdiction systems, fire control
systems, target acquisition and designation systems,
FLIR TV and imaging systems, and countermeasure
systems. We also design and develop mi.nlcomputers
and microprocessors for
missile control systems. Our projects are state-of-the-art and
challenging with many outstanding opportunities for personal
growth and professional advancements.

OUR COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS

+

American Red Cross

This black woman could be
America 's hope ... she's a United
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for cancer. A cure
that could save thousands of
lives !?ach year. And fill every
black person ·s heart with pride.
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. Box Q. 500
East 62nd St.. New York. N.Y. 10021.

TUESDAY, FEB·RUARY 11, 1986
CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR ·DETAILS.
We are seeking individuals
with degrees in the following
areas:
Electrical Engineering
(BS/MS/PhDJ
Mechanical Engineering
fBS/MSJ
Engineering

Physlcs/Op~lcs

fBS/MS/P~DJ

Computer Science/
Engineering
(BS/MSJ
Systems Engineering
(BS/MSJ

•

Career Opportunities are
available in these areas:
. Dlgltal/Analog Design
ATE De~lgn/Test
Advanced Radar & RF
· Systems
Systems. Design
Requirements
VLSI/LSI Design
~oftware Design and
Analysis
Mechanlcal Design and
Analysis
Logistics/Products Support
~lectro-Optlcs Syst~ms

Guidance, Controls and
Aerodynamics

f,

MARTIN MARIETTA

,.

In addition to the outstanding
.opportunities to excel and advance, Martin Marietta's
Orlando location offers yearround social, cultural and
recreational activities.
You can learn more about our
company and the opportunities we can offer by
meeting with us on your campus. If you are unable to meet
with us at this time, send a
letter of interest or resume in
confidence to: Martin
Marietta Orlando Aerospace,
Barbara Ferrarini, P .0. Box
583 7, MP#59, Orlando,
Florlda 32855. We are an
equal opportunity employer.
U.S. citizens':liP required.

"Good

friends
don't let .
~ood

fnends
smoke
cigarettes!' ·
Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

I

AMERICAN

9CANCER9

fSOCIETY

Professional typing letters. term papers.
resumes, reasonable rates, Call Beverly
699-9201.

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Congratulations lo our new perspective PIKE
little sisters. The first day of athletics was a
success-3-0, keep ii upl
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SAE welomes their new little sisters. A.A. Friday al the house. Fishing trip Feb 1, 533 all U
can drink, see Ron. Cl uise spots still
available.

Pl BETA PHI
Thanks to all for a super sociall I Welcome
new pledgeslll Pearls - great job on bid
pick-up party!! Thanks lo Ann Peters for her
excellent job as Pledge Trainer and Chairman of nominating committee!

Female roommate. ~oxHunt Lanes. Furnished
Townhouse. 5165 per month plus 1/4 uliillies.
Non-smoker. 1 mile from campus. CAii
351-5656.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl5,000-S50,000 I yr.
possible. All occupallons. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.

Students needed lo clean homes, we'll work
around your schedule. Please call 699-1636.
J.R. Jake's Pub is now hiring waitresses. No experience ls necessary. Flexible hours. 55.00
per hour and up. Call Joyce alter 3pm for on
appointment 677-4169.

SUMMER AND CAREER JOBS AVAILABLE
Resort hotels, cruise liners and amusement
parks are now accepting applications for
employmenll To recieve an apliication and information, Write: Tourism information Services
P.O. Box 7411 Hilton Head Island, SC 29928.

One
nonsmoking,
responsible
One nonsmoking, responsible female roomate
needed for new 3/2 duplex off Dean Rd. Private
bath. 5250 covers all. Call Melonie at
423-0684,
MonFri,
9-5

UCF area- Female will shore 4 bedroom 3 bth
house with pool. 5300mo covers all. 273-1845.
A n~t. responsible. nonsmoking female
roomate needed to share a one bedroom
furn. apt at Univ Villas. 5158/mo plus eiec.
CAii Mariana 658-4155.
Roommate needed- preferably male to live
In Chancellor's Row Townhome. Separate
room and bath, W and D, microwave
dishwasher, pool and tennis courts. One mile
from UCF S195/month plus utilities 277-2389
anytime.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from SI (U repair). Also
delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000~
ext GH-4628 for information.

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for 544 through the
U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142 ellt. 689.

African zebra skins. top Quality, black ivory,
dramllic impact, over 10 It long. Legally culled by conservation authorities in Botswana.
2 only. 5475.00 and 5575.00 each. This is
less than half the price paid In New York
galleries. Please call evenings 3656252.

1981 Yamaha 650 special, reconditioned
engine adult owned, 10,000 miles. Windshield, carrier blue with pinstriplng S750
ONO HM 8318536 wk 8433636

UCF area female roommate to shore 2 bdrm
2 bath duplex 5225 plus 1/2 utilities per
month 658-4010.

UCF AREA- Mature person or couple to shore
3 bdrm, 2 both home w/ firepalce plus spa.
S65/week, 1/2 eiectroc. 365-9576.

Adam computer. Brand new at x-mas, Contains: Bl-directional dalsywheel printer: digital
data pack memory unit (smartwriter wordprocessing built-in: keyboard: 2 Joysticks;
Buck Rogers game cartridge; all manuals
and warranty cards. Cost 5329. Sell S250
Kay 282-8672 eves.

Looking for a classy place lo live? Here's
.your cPancel 1 mile from UCF 2bd/2 bth,
wsh/dry, mini blinds call Tom or Frank at
657-9437.

TYPING....... Fost, accurate, and reasonable.
657-9015 or 657-9073.

Your neighborhood typing service reports,
term papers, lellers, resumes designed. Work
done on IBM word pro. equip convenlienlly
located on Alafaya Tr. call 282-5838.

Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonable rotes pick up and delivery call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

Word Processing and Editing. Professional writer
and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonable rates. Coll Jon 855-4077

Total Secretarial Services. Term papers,
resumes, reports, etc. Nothing to big or to
small. Fast accurate service at affordable fees.
657-0705.

TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satisfaction, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

Typing QUALITY: Term papers, Thesis, Doct..
Medical, Legal, Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empi. 1 mi from campus. Marti
365-6874.

Room for rent in Arbor Ridge
3 miles to school, call Helen 281-6212.

Typing quality/reasonable/ exper. all subj. 1 mlUCF. 365-6874 alter 6pm-before Sam.

Need person to assume lease ends July.
Cambridge Cir. 12121 Pepperdlne Pl
273-0571 alter 5pm M-F all day Sat.

Professional resume writing and typesetting
call UNIV resources at 8594006. Resume and
typeselllng 540 typesetting only, 520.

3 bdrm/1 bth house for rent. 2 people to
share expenses. S450mo call for Info.
281-6937 (furnished or not).

TYPING AND SECRETARIAL SERVICE -1604
Semoran Blvd., Apopka. Term papers resumes,
manuscripts, letters. forms designed, statistical
typing. Cail Elaine at 886-4114 or 88~969.

Union Pork-country living, 3 bdrm 2 bth, and
newly decorated and carpeted. large fenced yard, 650.00 mlh call Lourie x 2771.

Typist. 20 years experience. partlcularlly theses
and dissertations. Susie 647-4451 alter 6. Work
close to UCF for drop off and pick-up.

2 bedroom 2 bath Towmhouse fully furnished
• split rent and uliiities 3 ways, male 658-1 554.

Jewish student union-sol, Tuesdays, atS:OO
CAii Janet, 568-5409.

Interested In such games as advd'nced
Dungeons and Dragons or Traveller. Then
join the UCF Roleplaying club. Call Charles
al 677-1623 or Doug at 275-4433.

LOST at Add/Drop
with blue eyes
Call Perry 658-4046

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
SPA Is an organlzallon offering individuals
job opportunities, job shadowing experience, and scholar.:tiips. Applications for
membership are still belr1g accepted and
may be obtained and turned in at the
SPA-bulletin board on the 3rd floor of Phillips
Hall. For further Information you are Invited lo
allend our next meeting which will be held
on February 12, 1986 In the President's Board
Room (Admln. Bldg.) at 3:00p.m.

ALPHA EPSILON RHO
Congratulations to all new members who
were Initialed on Sat. night. Don't forget
meetings are on Tues. at 2:00 in Studio A
and Weds. at 2:00 in IRS rm 127.

LAMBA EPSILON CHI
LEX invites you to our bi-monthly meetings
every 1st and 3rd Fri. Anyone interested in law
is welcome. Join us in En 121. Guest speakers
and much morel

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential, individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One block
west of 17-92. Mon-Sat Call .647-1477. We can
help you.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
pregnancy test, low cost birth control. Morning
Aller Treatment. Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approachl to health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll free
1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad.

•

..

fUTORING FIRST HOUR FREE with this ad.
Algebra Trig Cale I oner' II PHY 2050 experienced, references David Gravely.

•

SSS IMMEDIATE CASHSSS
For coins, stamps or baseball cards
Call Biii 671-5466

MYSTIC KNIGHTS OF THE SEA:
Farewell party for grand mystic wizard, who
will be traveling to Central America to Invest
club money in Guano mines and recruit new
female members all members RSVP.

Mandatory Information
Meeting
The Orientation Staff is looking for 33 of U.C.F. 's Best and Brightest to staff the 1986
O-Team. The purpose of this very special group is to promote our University through High
School recruitment and Freshman-Transfer Orienta tion.

0-TEAM

ants You

Wednesday, January 29, 3:00 p.m.

in the S.C.A.
APPLICATIONS

Prerequisites:

WILL BE GIVEN OuT AT THAT TIME

*Letter of Recommendation from a Person Who Knows Your Capabilities
*2.2 G.P.A. Overall
*36 Credit Hours, with a Minimum of 1.2 Hours at U.C.F.

Applications Due
Mo,nday, February 3

•
•

•

•
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Discoveries--~~-----~

Herpes vaccine still no cure
by ·wanda Schulman
DISCOVERIES EDITOR

.,

Genital herpes is still
forever but experts at
Genetech, Inc. in San Francisco produced a vaccine that
successfully prevented guinea
pigs from getting the ~sease.
The vaccine was produced
by splicing DNA cold sore
herpes, Herpes Simplex I, and
placing the spliced gene into
bacteria.
The section of DNA taken
from the Herpes Simplex I
virus was the gene that produces the virus' protein coat
or shell.
If genital herpes were a
bacteria like gonorrhea and
syphilis, it could be cured
with antibiotics, but it can't
because it's a virus with a
tough protein coat.
Should the vaccine become
available only people who do
not have the disease will be

able to protect themselves
from contracting it. Still, .the
only help available · to herpes
sufferers is Acyclovir, a drug
that will reduce the duration
of herpes outbreaks.
Acyclovir can be prescibed
in three forms: as an ointment, a pill or intravenously
by needle. As an · ointment
Acyclovir will reduce herpes
symptoms somewhat, but
given as a -pill or intravenous·
ly the drug is much more effective.
There are no side effects
when the drug is used directly
on herpes sores, but if used as
a pill a few patients will experience headache, nausea,
vomiting, cilarrhea and pain
in the joints. However, pa·
tien ts often view the side ef·
fects as mild anc\ do not stop
taking the drug.
You can get herpes without
having intercourse. It is
possible to get the disease by
touching the sores of an in-

Of' the l 00 people
who .go the student
health center everyday
appox_
imately l 0-20 of them
go from a problem r~lated
to sexually transmitted
diseases.
fected person and then
transfering the virus to warm,
moist parts of the body,
where it will flourish.
People who have genital
herpes can only infect another
person when they have a
breakout of sm:es. The sores
are small and form in clusters
of blister like lesions and
usually appear below the
waist on the genitals and but-

Drug helps severe acne
by Beth Carran
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A prescription drug called Accutane has
proven highly successful in treating cystic
acne, the most severe form of the ·disfiguring
skin condition.
Cystic acne occurs when sebum, an oily
·m ixture produced by the sebaceous glands,
builds up and eventually ruptures, creating
inflamed cysts under the skin. Accutane, a
relative of Vitamin A, decreases these
sebaceous gland secretions.
Like most drugs, Accutane has some side
effects, the most common of which is a dry
mouth and lips. However, all side effects
disappear within a few days to a few weeks
following termination of treatment. The
''Physician's Desk Reference'' emphasizes ·
that Accutane must not be taken by women
who are pregnant during treatment, as it is
lihked to serious fetal damage.

Dr. Herbert E. Mendelsohn said he
prescibes Accutane to acne patients who
have not responded to regular antibiotic
treatment and not to patients with mild
cases.
Although some patients may experence
relapse in six months to a year, Mendelsohn
described the drug as effective.
While undergoing treatment patients must
have periodic blood tests to monitor their colesterol level, and female patients must avoid
pregnancy.
Mendelsohn said, however, that women
may have normal pregnancies when treatment is completed. Accutane will not harm
eggs or ovaries.
Becky, a 22-year-old college _student, suffered from cystic acne for six years. She was
treated with two courses of Accutane a year
ago. Her skin, she said, has remained
unblemished since that ~ime.
"It:s just like a miracle drug," she said.

''Miami boys" in Orlando
by Wanda Schulman
DISCOVERIES EDITOR

•

Orlando may become the second cocaine
capital of the world if the "Miami Boys" have
their.way, said Sergeant Paul B. Huffman of
the Orlando Police Department. ·
The "Miami Boys" are approximately 130
Miami dealers who got together and came to
Orlando a year ago, said Huffman who cited
two reasons for their move to Orlando.
First, there was a cocaine market crash in
Miami during the early 80s caused by vast increases in the supply of cocaine, which pushed black-market prices down and cut dealers
profits in a highly competitive market.
Secondly, the "Miami Boys" viewed Orlando as virgin ·territory. A city with less com·
petition among drug dealers yet close enough
to illicit importation routes to make smuggling feasible.
The "Miami Boys" seek to recruit Orlandoans to assist them. Juveniles m the south
Parramore Avenue area, Orlando's Harlem, ·
prove especially vulnerable to them, said
Huffman.
These juveniles live in less than ideal situations and see the "Miami Boys" as admirable.

Juveniles victimized by
the drug dealers are
given money, drugs
and sometimes even a
gun and .are told to
stand on o street corner where a car will
pick them up.
A "Tactical Intelligence Bullitin" dated
june 3 said: "The Miami Boys on South Parramore Avenue are using young juveniles to
carry guns and cocaine. This is not new but
caution should be taken when contacting
drug dealers.
"Juveniles idolize the Miami Boys and may
try to protect the dealer.
"Information received indicates the Miami
Boys are increasing .the use of juveniles to
avoid being arrested ·by patrolmen.
"Juveniles have been seen showing off
guns by firin:rthem into the air.''

tocks. Like herpes simplex I,
cold sore herpes, herpes
simlex II can also create
blisters on the mouth. ·The
blisters are accompanied by
swollen lymph glands, fever
and aching muscles.
When a person is exposed
to herpes simplex II, symtoms appear within two days
to 10 days. These symtoms
disappear and the virus goes

underground and hybernates
in the nerves close to the base
-Of the spine waiting to Cause
another outbreak.
Stress, exhaustion and pool'.
tliet can trigger an outbreak,
but often herpes patients find
no provocation .for an outbreak.
Herpes is not life threating
and many people who have
the disease are able to overcome the social stigma attached to it.
Of the 100 people who go to
the student health center
everyday, approximately 10
to 20 of them go for a problem
rel a ting to a sexually
transmitted diseases, said Dr.
John Langdon, director of the
student heatlh center.
If you have or suspect you
have genital herpes help is
available at a VD hotline,
(800) 227-3922 or at the
Women's Health Organization in Orlando.

·MEDICAL
BREj\KTHROUGH

'

Athle-tes abuse
growth hormone
by Beth Carran
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A genetically engineered growth hormone approved by
the Food and Drug Administration in October has stirred
controversy about possible misuse by athletes.
The synthetic drug, Somatrem or human growth hormone, was developed to treat children with pituitary gland
deficiencies. Jt is produced by combining DNA from human
cells with DNA from laboratory bacteria. It is the second
type of drug produced by DNA recombination to meet U.S.
approval. The first was human insulin, in 1982:
For the thousands of American children who would otherwise face dwarfism, the synthetic growth hormon.~ comes
just in time. The natural form of growth hormone, formerly
taken from brains of human· cadavers, was banned from
distribution in 1984 after being linked to three deaths from
a rare virus.
·Dr. William N. Taylor. of the U.S. Sports Academy in
Mobile, Ala., said children with pituitary gland deficiencies
are not the only ones taking Somatrem. He said athletes
have been obtaining the drug on the black market, and the
practice will increase now that Somatrem is approved for
general prescription distribution.
An Olympic trainer and an Olympic medical officer both
expressed their concern about the use of growth hormone to
Taylor. Taylor said the drug may be responsible for abnormally tall Eastern Bloc athletes.
Ethical questions aside, Taylor is worried about the possible health risks to athletes who use Somatrem for a prolonged period of time. He is afraid they may develop symptoms
similar to people suffering from gigantism a condition in
whi.ch the body produces too much growth hormone. The
victims develop protruding bones, abnormally large hands
and feet, and often diabetes and heart disease.
Taylor compares the use of Somatrem by athletes to the
use of steroids. When steroids were first produced, their ill
effects · personality changes, aggressiveness, addiction were not widely known. Taylor said too little is known about
the results of human growth hormone to condone its usage
by athletes.
Although he said Somatrem should be used to help
children with pituitary gland deficiencies, T~ylor wants the
FDA to classify it as a controlled substance, a drug with
more restrictions than general prescription drugs.

~~
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the rest of the men in black
and white, there is no excuse.
Death
It was shocking to see that
Flo Hyman, who lead the U.S.
women's volleyball team to a
silver medal at the '84 Olympic games, died of a cardiac
failure while playing in a
match near Tokyo. Hyman,
who was 31, was in · fine
athletic shape prior to her
death.
It makes a person think of
their own mortality, because
most people are not in the
physical shape that Hyman
was in.
The Game
The Sunday game had
everything. The pre-game
hype lived up to its billing.
The game itself was exciting,
with a lot of action-packed
moments. There were the

emotions of the principal
athletes, plays that amazed
the average follower and the
expert fan alike.
Yeah, that was one of the
best Celtic-Sixer games this
year.
Super Bowl? You have got
to be kidding. The average
fan outside of Chicago would
have enjoyed the Celtic-Sixer
game more, even if he or she
was not a basketball fan.
At least that game was
closer in score.

Ten needs, as they have had
internal
squabbling
throughout last year. Someone needs to step into the
Big Ten and put the house
back in order, once and for all.

WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL AND AFFORDABLE
COMPUTER IS HERE. MORE THAN 2 TIMES
AS POWERFUL AND LESS THAN HALF THE
COST OF IBM AND MAC~~
NT,.,..,..o_
s..,.,...H.~~

Lady Knights
The Lady Knights of UCF
have now won seven in a row,
and eight out of their last
nine. They have streaked into
first place in the NSWAC conference with their victory
over Georgia Southern. Yet
the problem still remains,
Minnesota
that of: Where are the fans? A
A sad situation has hit at winner like this deserves betthe University of Minnesota. ter support than what they
After three of his players are receiving from UCF fans.
were arrested in connection of · Athletic Director Gene
an alleged rape, Jim Dutcher McDowell has made it to
resigned as head basketball most UCF women's games, if
coach. Dutcher is one of the not all of them. UCF is
few class acts in college hungry for a winner, and now
basketball, and the Golden they have one.
Gophers have been delta big
blow with his resignation.
Feb. 3 is their next home
This is also a black eye on the game. Hopefully, a large
Big Ten, the parent con- crowd will be there to cheer
ference of Minnesota. A black them on.
eye· is the last thing the Big

THE FIVE ~ PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
HOURS AT

o

•
•
o

•
•

68,000 CPU 32 bit
• <!096 COLOR
(IBM 16 bit)
• RS 232
7<-8 MHZ (IBM 4•77) · • CEMTRONICS"
880 DR. (IBM 360K,
PORT
• RGBA, RGBI
MAC 400K)
OPTICAL IBM COM·
PORTS
PATIBILITY ($99)
• RCA JACK
SUPER SOUND ~:
• TV PORT
GRAPHICS
.
• JOYSTICK
50 MULTI TASK
• 2 BUTTON MOUSE

•

• MEMORY UP IO 8 MB • UNLIMITED FREE

$1295

CLASSES
SANYO: IBM PC COMPATIBLE FOR $795
SUPER XT, PORTABLES ARE AT LOWEST PRICES

1

(monitor extra)

COMPUTERS: SANYO, AMIGA, 520ST, LEADING EDGE
PRINn:RS: EPSON, OKIDATA, PANASONI C, CITIZEN, SILVER REED
~

PALM SPRINGS CENTER
AUTHORIZED DEALER

831·3241
(next to Altamonte Mall in Albertson Plaza)
515 E. Altamonte Dr. (Hwy. 436)
"Over 90 stores nationwide"

some-

Haven't you ev.r done
in your life you wish you could
do over again....

·~

,.,

' and thi$ time

w"

do it right?

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD .AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY. TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT - CHAZ MIKELL
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE
HOURS
MON.
11 A.M. - l 0 P.M.
TUES.-SAT. 11 A.M. - 2 A.M .
. SUN.
Noon - 6 P.M.

..
LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S .
898-6041
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LOW RATES

*t .new
cars & trucks
. with air conditioning
:t ... from compa.ct to full-size

*~

RENT OR LEASE
I 857·2424 ]

~

. I 857~2929 1
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THE BEST CHOICE

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE
CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED
• Weekend rates
• student Rates
• 12·15 passenger vans available

7133 S. ORANGE AVE. ORLANDO

·.
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• MEN'S TENNIS

Coach Pat Cucci has announced that there is a
meeting for all people interested in playing tennis for
UCF this year. The meeting
will be held in the athletic
building at 3:30 p.m., Jan. 28.
Returning players need to
bring their current class
schedule to the meeting. New
players need to bring_ both
their schedule and their college transcrip.t s.

Sign-up will be at the
Athletic Building, room 103.

• ALL DAY SPORT
· You are invited to participate in the Men's Intramural Team Sports Championship Saturday, Feb. 1.
This will be a nine event super
star type competition for
teams of 10 players. The
events, including basketball
shooting, bowling, disc golf,
golf, melon ball, running, softball, swimming-tubing and
• WOMEN'S TENNIS
tug-of-war will run from morTry-outs for UCF women's ning until night with the wintennis team will be Thursday, ning team getting tee-shirts
Jan. 30, at 2 p.m.
and a pizza part~ a~ Pizza

Hut. Entries are due by Friday, Jan. 24 at RS 101.
The women's TEAM Sport
Championship will be held
Saturday, Feb. 8, with entries
due by Friday, Jan. 31.
•DISC GOLF RESULTS

Defending champions SAE
with Terry Porter, Doug
Meyers, Steve Koski and

Troy Bishop successfully
defended its team scramble
championship with an eleven
under par 49 last Friday on
the UCF Disc Golf course.
SAE vaulted into first place
when a team which shot a 46
was disqualified for having
non-students playing.
Warren Woodworth and
Fred Lovely won the long
drive and closest to the pin
contests, respectively, during
the tournament.

13

to 3 p.m. for lap swimming or
water frolicking (Noon to 3
p.m. on Thursday).
•GOLF RANGE

Tee off on the UCF golf
course. The first tee is located
just west of the UCF football
field at the golf driving range.
Clubs and balls available for
free. The range is open two
hours ·each weekday for practice . Monday, Thursday and
Friday from noon to 2 p.m.
and Tuesday and Wednesday
from 3 to 5 p.m. Students can
•WARM POOL
The pool is heated to a com- hit one free bucket per day.
fortable 75 degrees and open Call X-2408 for more informaMonday-Frid~y from 1~ a.m. tion or stop by RS 101.

As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, your family welcomes a teenager from
another country into your home and into your way of life.
Volunteer host families from all segments of American
society are being selected. If you'd like to be one of them,
· send for more information.
~~~~!~~~;~~E
~

·

·

•

Need a job?

~~ 1·he Central FJonda future. Call us at 275-2865,

ATTENTION:
UCF STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

Bring your UCF 1.0. to the
BURGER KING located at
Alafaya Trail and 50 and
receive a FREE Medium
Soft Drink with any ·purchase
Good only in Orange, Seminole & Osceola
counties and in Clermont

SUBSCRIBE TO

AND WIN · A WINDSURFER
fhe ;ce .. .
The fire .. .

The fig~

To be

the best.

Disc Sports is the only international magazine
for flying games. Published six times ayear, Disc
Sports Magazine covers local and foreign
to.urnaments, new products, and inoludes. the
Disc Wares mail order catalog.
0 Yes, enter my name in the 1986 Disc Sports Giveaway. Enclose~
---~-------------------~is my one year subscription fee of $7.00
0 Enter my name twice in the 1986 Disc Sports Giveaway.
Enclosed is my two year subscription fee of $12.00
0 Enter my name three times in the 1986 Disc Sports Giveaway.
Enclosed is my three year subscription fee of $16.00

Name~---------~

Address . - - - - - - - - - - City, State, Zip. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Enclosed please find
FL-1
$_CK____, cc_ MO _ _

STARTS JANUARY 31st AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE!

ffi

Visa or MasterCard accepted I HS.C' I
DODD ODO ODO ODO Expires: ODDO
MAIL TO: DISC SPORTS, P.O. Box 419, Fair Haven, VT 05743
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UCF Knights vs. Akron .
In the UCF Gym
This Wednesday Night!
Tip-Off at 7:30 p.m.
Free admiossion for UCF students with validated l.D.

The Central Florida Future, January 28, 1986, 15

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

KAPLAN!

•

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

GMAT Feb 11
GRE Feb 13
MCAT Feb 16
DAT Feb 25

by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

678-8400
2238
Winterwoods Blvd .
Winter Pk., FL
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Wrestlers lose matches

.

The wrestling team, due to
weaknesses in their top three
weight classes, only took one
out of three dual meets over
the weekend at the Campbell
Duals at Buies Creek, North
Carolina.
The Knights first loss to
Carson Newman 31-1 7, then
beat Newport News,,Virginia,
35-20 and lost to The Citadel,
29-20 .
Wrestling coach Pat Cued
said, "It's a little disappointing and disheartening when
you can't field a full team."
The team's top three weight
class wrestlers at the start of
the year are all out of the
lineup. UCF lost 118 pound
class
freshme'n
Gus
Dimitrelos to academic inelgibility and lost seniors
Terry Stout (126 class) and
Gary Laychur (134 class) to
injuries.
At the 118 pound class,
UCF brought sophomore
Chris Callahan to the Camp·
bell duals. Callahan further
complicated matters for the
Knights as he sprained his
ankle a few hours before
UCF's first dual meet.
Callahan was brought to the
hospital at first but tried to
wrestle in the Knight's first
dual meet against Carson
Newman.
Callahan lost to Steve
Write of Carson Newman by a
score of 16-3 and was not able
wrestle in the Knight's other

two dual meets causing UCF weight . classes (two from
to forfeit the 118 pound spot forfeit and one from a pin to
to the other two teams that Roe). The Knights won six of
the remaining seven matches
they took on.
At the 126 pound class, the and tied the other to overKnights brought junior come their top three classes
by posting a 35-20 victory.
transfer Greg Roe.
Roe, in his first collegiate
Against The Citadel, UCF
wrestling match, lost. to spotted a six point lead as
David Thomas of Carson Roe's forfeit win put the
Newman by a pin. Newman Knights down by only a 12-6
then was pinned by Richard margin. However The Citadel
Capps. In the Knights' final still outscored UCF in the redual meet, Roe won by forfeit mainder of the match by three
against The Citadel. They did points in their 29-20 dual
not have a wrestler entered in meet win over the Knights.
UCF's top two -wrestlers at
the 126 pound weight class.
In the 134 pound class, the Cambell duals were
UCF could not bring their se- juniors Russ Schenk at 167
cond best 134 pound wrestler and Paul Neuner at
junior Joe Meier because he heavyweight.
failed to make weight in time
Schenk had two pins and a
for the Campbell duals.
15-7 major decision, and
The Knight's other 134 Neuner had one pin, one ma·
pound wrestler, junior Steve jor decision and victory by
Tuzo, was supposed to wres- default over Brian Rochester
tle for UCF but could not who had to be taken to the
make the trip to North hospital after tearing a car·
Carolina.
tilage against Neuner.
The next best wrestler for
Because of this, UCF had to
forfeit all of their matches at the Knights was senior Trent
the 134 pound weight class. · Smith at 142. Smith's two
The Knights were down by wins consisted of a pin and a
17 points in their first meet to superior decision.
·Carson Newman after their
In the 150 pound class,
first three weight classes. senior Mike Bouchard tied
Callahan's loss cost UCF five two and pinned his other oppoints (a superior decision) ponent.
while the pin to Roe and the
In the 158 pound class for
forfeit at 134 cost six points the Knights, freshmen Greg
each.
Buckley tied one and lost two.
The Knights outscored CarAt 177 pounds, senior Vic
son
Newman
1 7-14 Pistone pinned one of his opthroughout the remaider of ponents and lost the other
. two matches. At 190 for the
the meet.
UCF then spotted Newport - Knights, freshmen Hal
News, Virginia an 18 point Crowley won one match and
lead from their first three lost his other two.

Golf teams need people
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Imagine creating
your own Crab Legs
and Seafood Feast.

The UCF women's and
men's golf team needs more
people.
The women's team current·
ly has four members, and the
men's team has five.
Most of the tournaments
that the teams compete in only allow four players to be
entered by a school, but some
tournaments allow six
players to be entered.
Tony ~anham, who does

sales and marketing for the
UCF football team, coaches
both the women's and men's
golf team. Lanham said that
he would like to have about 10
members for each team.
"Anybody that's willing to
try out I'll take a look at, and
I'll take any women,'' said
Coach Lanham.
The four members on the
women's golf team are senior
Cathy Brice, junior Marry
Anne McDevett, sophomore
Lisa Becka and freshmen
Paige Phillips. The squad's
first competition is at the
L.S.U. Invitational at Baton

Rouge, Louisiana, on
February 27th through
March 2nd.
The members of the men's
golf team are senior John
Weiss, who placed third at
the Sun in Fun FIU Invitational in Miami during the fall
season, senior Mike Freeman,
junior Yngve Nilson from
Sweden, Rich E tcorn, and
John O'Leary.
The squad's first competition will be at the Seminole
Golf Classic, at Florida State
University at Tallahassee,
Florida on Feb. 21st through
23rd.

Lanham building golf program
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Start with a full Yi lb~ of our flavorful
Alaskan Snow Crab Legs. Then add one of eleven
delicious seafood selections. Like sizzling
shrimp scampi. Or savory sea scallops.
Or tender fried shrimp. Come in soon and create
your own Crab Legs &Seafood Feast.
But hurry, this offer is for a limited time only.
• Approximalt•

wri~ht

Red Lobster~

Orlando, Altamonte Springs, Ocala,
Merfitt Island, Daytona Beach
Kissimmee, Melbourne
Cl rn~fi Rt•d l.11bs1t·r Inns of Anwrirn

receiving $1,000 scholarships for the year.
Last year's coach, Wayne Mendel, passed
out the scholars.hips before the men's and
~omen's season began, and this year's teams
were recruited by Mendel.
Coach Lanham preferes to give out the
scholarships when he finds out which players
are the best and deserve the best scholarship
as opposed to guessing before the season
begins as to which players are the best.
Both golf teams compete year round. The
NCAA allows golf teams a total of 30 days of
competition a year ~nd most teams, including
UCF, break those days down into both the
fall and sp:1'ing semester. The 30 days are used in two to four day tournaments.
Two recruits that Lanham should have on
next year's team are Par Nordstorm from
Sweden and Joe Regner, a transfer from the
University of Maryland where he last squng
·clubs and who as a freshmen competed for
UCF.

Tony Lan !i;; ;1. 11 ot the Knights quarterback but in~Lt'ad ltis father, is looking to
build a strong men's and women's golf program at UCF.
Lanham said, "We want a class program
where we can compete with Florida, Miami,
and Florida State, and they've got proven
track records ... You've gotta crawl before you
can walk, and we're in the crawling stage."
Currently both the men's and women's golf
squads need more members.
Coach Lanham said that he would like to
have his son, who shoots in the high 70's, on
the men's team. However, young Lanham
has to practice with the football team this
semester when the team carries out their spr·
ing workout.
Lanham also said that he is currently
recruiting about 10 walk-on athletes for each
team. The top four golfers for each team (to
The men's golf team will be hosting a tourbe determined next fall) will receive partial -nament March 16th through 19th atthe Dear
scholarships with the top golfer for each team R~n Country Club in Orlando.

Knights slip by Rollins
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Wrestler's Aid?

While talking with my
close friend Lara the other
day, she suggested the idea
to me of wrestler's aid.
What a unique idea. Do ,
you realize that there are
over 17,000 students here
at UCF. If 12,000 students
each donated one dollar
apiece, there would be as
much money for the
wrestlers as there was last
year. I have heard many
people say that they were
upset over losing the team,
well now it is time to do
something to save it. Give
the
administrators,
friends, and other people,
including myself, some
feedback. How far are -you,
the student, willing to go
to save the wrestling team?
This is taking into account
that the student already
pays an athletic fee.
Coach's Grune
It seems that on Friday
night
the
Orlando
Renegades ran all over the
UCF football coach~s to
the tune -of 84-67 in a
basketball exhibition. It
must have been an exhibition, to say the least. Suffice to say, when Coach
McDowell has his sharpshooting squad ready, The
Central Florida Future
staff will be ready to take
the challenge. The only
thing we ask is that we
have real referees, not the
type that inhabit Central
Florida.
Referees

On the rebound after 13 losses and only two
victories this season, t):ie Knights defeated
cross-town rival Rollins College, 70-68, at the
Enyart Alumni Field House last Saturday
night.
,
A typically unruly crowd of 2,173 fans ex·
changed the traditional obnoxoius cheers
which added to the flavor of competition between the two teams. The win lifts UCF to 11
consecutive victories over the Tars, who have
won only nine of the 20 meetings.
UCF had only seven players suited up for
the game and finished the match with only
six after Cummings Jacobs fouled out late in
the second half. Even with the apparent advantage of depth, Rollins (10-7) just could not
find it in themselves to break their five game
losing strea)r.
The men behind the victory for UCF were
forwards Sam Alexander .and Pat Crocklin
who each contributed 18 points to UCF's
final score. Alexander also dominated the
boards, bringing down 11 rebounds. Tony
Marini had eight rebounds for the Knights.
Just before the close of the first half, UCF ,
went on a scoring rampage and went to the
lockeroom with a seven point advantage,
33-26, over the Tarf. The Knights then came
back. out onto the court and swept Rollins
with a seven to two run.
Hut things were not over for the feisty boys
from Winter Park, as they bounced back and
within five minutes knocked UCF's lead to
one.
Jeff Wolf, Scott Kinney and Jeff Fiser each
were in double figures for Rollins, with 18, 12
and 13 respectively.
Even with their miraculous comeback, the
Tars could not overcome the Knights lead.
The Knights will play Akron college on ·
Wednesday. The visiting Zips are a member
of the Ohio Valley conference, and had a
12-14 record last year.

•

Donna Undsey/Cen!ral f!orlda Future

Pat Crocklin (24) skies high over the Rollins defender. The Knights beat
Rollins for the eleventh straight time, 70-68.

Seven straight for UCF Ladies·

Speaking of referees,
where do they get these
guys, anyway? Although I
was not at the Rollins
game, I was informed that
the referees there had a
considerable favortism
aimed at the Tars. It did
not matter, as the Knights
once again defeated the
BMW boys.
However, the Lady
Knights game, also held on
Saturday night, had a different problem. UCF guard
Loretta Pate came very
close to losing an eye due
to a flying elbow, yet no
foul was called. Later in the
game, UCF forward Susan
Patz drove to the basket,
then dished the ball off to
teammate Christine Strahl.
Patz was fouled on the
pass, and the referees tried
to give her a basket. The
crowd watched in amazemen t as the whistleblowers then decided to
give Patz two free throws
for a shot she never took.
It is time for the refs in
Central Florida to get their
act together. Dangerous
things could happen to
players when the refs cannot control the game and
make the calls. There are
some good refs in Central
Florida that I have the
highest respect for. As for

by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDiTOR

Adam Chrzan.Central Florida Future

SEE EVENT, PAGE 12
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Kristy Burns scores two of her. 28 points
Saturday night.

-

The Lady Knights, known for their
explosive offense, beat Georgia
Southern Saturday night using
defense.
Down by six points with only 2:46
left in the second half, UCF held
Georgia Southern scoreless the rest of
the game while running off 10
straight points in route to a 78-7 4 victory.
·
T~e victory, UCF's seventh in a
row, gave the Lady Knights a
spotless 1-0 record in the New South
Women's Athletic conference.
Georgia Southern's conference record
dropped to 1-2.
The Lady Knights were led by Kristy Burns, who poured in 28 points.
Susan Patz added 25 points and nine
boards for UCF, 9-7 overall.
Regina Days, the conference leader
in field goal per~entage, made 10 of 12
shots in leading the Lady Eagles in
scoring with 23 points. She also had
11 rebounds to lead GSC.
The first half found the Lady
Knights trailing by anywhere from
three to seven points. Days was scoring with relative ease inside, and
things looked grim for UCF.
With 2:36 left in the first half, UCF
exploded. Using good defense and
strong rebounding, they scored
eleven straight points ·to take a commanding 41-35 halftime lead.
At halftime, Kristy Burns led the
Lady Knights with 15 points. Sue
Patz added 11 points a:ic;l six rebounds for UCF.

Days led-GSC with 10 points and
·
five rebounds.
UCF shot almost 61 percent from
the field in the first half. However,
GSC nailed down 65 percent of their
shots. The Lady Eagles did commit
13 turnovers, though.
The second half became downright
brutal. UCF's Loretta Pate was cut
above the eye by a careless Lady
Eagle elbow. She was taken from the
game and did not return. There was
no foul called on the.play.
On the basis of their physical play,
Georgia Southern rallied to tie the
score at 49 with 13:25 left in the
game.
After numerous tie scores, Days
buried two free throws to put GSC
ahead, 68-66, with about five minutes
left in the game. The free throws
sparked an 8-2 run which thrust GSC
out to a six point lead, 74-68, with
2:46 left to play. The roof then collapsed on the Lady
Eagles. Patz made two free throws
and Kristy Burns scored on a three
point play to bring the Lady Knights
to within one at 74-73.
Julie Cardinale, who finished the
game with 11 points and 10 assists,
scored to put the Lady Knights ahead
to stay. Sue Patz added a driving
layup off of a pass from Cardinale to
boost the score to 77-7 4 in favor of
UCF. Cardinale added a free throw to
ice the game at 78-74.
During the Lady Knights' run,
Georgia Southern had many opportunities to score. However, tough
UCF defense kept GSC from putting
the ball in the basket.

--

